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Introduction

I Many important statistical quantities are functionals of a probability

density:

F(P) = E
X∼P

[f(p(X))] ,

where P is a probability measure with density function p.

. Key examples include entropies, divergences, and mutual information.

. Lack of practical and theoretically justified nonparametric estimators.

I Bias-corrected kNN estimators F̂k perform very well empirically but lack
known convergence rates. We provide these.

Background: kNN Density Estimation

I Given IID samples X1, . . . ,Xn ∼ P, p̂k(x) estimates p(x) via local

linear approximation.
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Figure: Illustration of kNN density estimation with k = 3, n = 10, D = 2.

I As n→∞, k→∞ is needed for V [p̂k(x)]→ 0.

. increases smoothing bias, slowing convergence of plug in estimate

I If we fix k, since f is nonlinear, plug-in functional estimate is

asymptotically biased

I However, we can analytically correct for this bias

Bias-Corrected kNN Entropy Estimation

I Consider, e.g., estimating Shannon entropy [3, 2]:

F(P) = E
X∼P

[log p(X)] .

I Key Observation: Distribution of P( ) is independent of p.

I Specifically, E
[
log P( )

]
= ψ(k)− ψ(n) is known, and so

F(P) = E [log p(x)] ≈ E
[
log P( )− log cD − D log r

]
= ψ(k)− ψ(n)− log cD − D E [log εk(X)]

I Replacing E [log εk(X)] with 1
n

∑n
i=1 log εk(Xi) gives the estimate:

F̂(P) = ψ(n)− ψ(k) + log cD +
D

n

n∑
i=1

log εk(Xi).

Finite-sample behavior of kNN distances

I More general (asymptotic) bias corrections arise from the fact that

p(x)εD
k (x)n/k has an Erlang asymptotic distribution. [5]

. This can be used to construct a bias correction B such that

E [B (f (p̂k(X)))] = E
[

f

(
P(B(X, εk(X)))

µ(B(X, εk(X)))

)]
.

I We provide two finite-sample versions of this fact:

. We show εk(x) is tightly concentrated about
(

k
p(x)n

)1/D
.

I As r→∞, P [εk(x) > r] � rDke−rD
.

I As r→ 0, P [εk(x) < r] � rDk.

. If f : (0,∞)→ R is continuous and non-decreasing, then

E [f (εk(x))] � f

((
k

np(x)

)1/D
)
.

Main Results: Bias Bound

I Assume that

. p is β-Hölder continuous for some β ∈ (0, 2]

. p does not approach 0 too quickly at the boundary of its support

I Entropy and kNN distances are sensitive to low probability regions

Then, the bias of F̂k(P) is of order at most∣∣∣E [F̂k(P)
]
− F(P)

∣∣∣ � (k

n

)β/D

(1)

Main Results: Variance Bound

I Under very mild assumptions, we show that

V
[
F̂k(P)

]
� n−1. (2)

I Proof tricky because sum of dependent terms

I Key Observation: there exists constant Nk,D ∈ Z+ such that any

x ∈ X can be within the kNN of at most Nk,D other points

Figure: Illustration of N1,2 = 6.

I Hence, at most Nk,D nearest neighbor distances depend on any sample.

Conclusions

I Combining bias and variance bounds gives a mean squared error bound:

E
[(

F̂B(P)− F(P)
)2
]
�
(

k

n

)2β/D

+ n−1.

. This suggests fixed k gives best MSE convergence rate

. Gives rate � n−min{2β
D
,1}, competitive with best practical

estimators
. Modifications are needed to leverage more smoothness (i.e., β > 2).

I Fixed-k estimators automatically adapt to unknown smoothness of p

kNN Functional Estimators: Examples

I Our results apply to other examples of kNN functional estimators:

Functional Name Functional Form Bias Correction Ref.

Shannon Entropy E [log p(X)] Additive constant: ψ(n)− ψ(k) + log(k/n) [3][2]

Rényi-α Entropy E
[
pα−1(X)

]
Multiplicative constant: Γ(k)

Γ(k+1−α)
[5, 4]

KL Divergence E
[
log p(X)

q(X)

]
None∗ [7]

α-Divergence E
[(

p(X)
q(X)

)α−1
]

Multiplicative constant: Γ2(k)
Γ(k−α+1)Γ(k+α−1)

[6]
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